E-bike Safety
Tips from UPPD

Rules of the Road

- E-bike operators under 16 must wear a helmet
- Check your ABC's: Air, Brake, and Chain
- Ride in the far right lane
- **STOP** and look both ways at **ALL** stop signs and alleys
- Always ensure you are riding at a reasonable speed

Hand Signals

- To turn **right**, extend your arm out to the right with your palm open or extend your hand and arm upward. To turn **left**, extend your arm to the left. To signal a **stop**, extend your arm down in a U shape.

Sidewalks & Alleys

- **NO** e-bikes allowed on sidewalks
- **NO** e-bikes or regular bikes allowed on sidewalks in commercial districts
- Always obey crossing guards and road signs
Help the E-biker ride to the library!